Diagnosis of Sepsis with Cell-free DNA by Next-Generation Sequencing Technology in ICU Patients.
Bacteremia is a common serious manifestation of disease in the intensive care unit (ICU), which requires quick and accurate determinations of pathogens to select the appropriate antibiotic treatment. To overcome the shortcomings of traditional bacterial culture (BC), we have adapted next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology to identify pathogens from cell-free plasma DNA. In this study, 78 plasma samples from ICU patients were analyzed by both NGS and BC methods and verified by PCR amplification/Sanger sequencing and ten plasma samples from healthy volunteers were analyzed by NGS as negative controls to define or calibrate the threshold of the NGS methodology. Overall, 1578 suspected patient samples were found to contain bacteria or fungi by NGS, whereas ten patients were diagnosed by BC. Seven samples were diagnosed with bacterial or fungal infection both by NGS and BC. Among them, two samples were diagnosed with two types of bacteria by NGS, whereas one sample was diagnosed with two types of bacteria by BC, which increased the detectability of bacteria or fungi from 11 with BC to 17 with NGS. Most interestingly, 14 specimens were also diagnosed with viral infection by NGS. The overall diagnostic sensitivity was significantly increased from 12.82% (10/78) by BC alone to 30.77% (24/78) by NGS alone for ICU patients, which provides more useful information for establishing patient treatment plans. NGS technology can be applied to detect bacteria in clinical blood samples as an emerging diagnostic tool rich in information to determine the appropriate treatment of septic patients.